
MONKEY AND BANANA

The monkey and banana problems is a famous toy problem in artificial intelligence, particularly in logic programming and
planning.

Purpose of the problem[ edit ] There are many applications of this problem. Did you know that banana peels
contain one of the best lubricants in the world? The type of punishment was an air blast, not a water blast.
Throw at the Monkey at a Slow Speed with Gravity On If there was gravity acting upon both the monkey and
the banana the usual situation , then what would happen if the banana was thrown at the monkey with a slow
speed? In reality, though, bananas grow on giant plants that can reach up to 30 feet tall. This story has been
doing the rounds since , and it has never been verified. Click on any of the above links to explore the
zookeeper's dilemma. It's true! Of course not. Detailed information is available there on the following topics:.
However, in the room there are also a chair and a stick. Many people believe that bananas grow on trees. The
objects he used were plastic kitchen utensils, not a banana. In fact, bananas are a great source of vitamin C,
fiber , and an important nutrient called potassium. This makes sense, since a single banana is called a finger!
The male pairs behaved differently, tending to teach a behaviour physically. What is the best sequence of
actions for the monkey? They continue to ripen after being picked, and they're usually mostly yellow by the
time they get to your local grocery store. According to an article in Psychology Today , [1] the monkey and
banana problem was inspired by a somewhat similar experiment with rhesus monkeys. The female monkeys
seemed to learn behaviours simply by observation including cases in which the punished monkey learned that
there would be no more air blasts by watching the new monkey play with the object. Throw above the Monkey
with Gravity On If there was gravity acting upon both the monkey and the banana the usual situation , then
what would happen if the banana was shot above the monkey? Another possible purpose of the problem is to
raise the question: Are monkeys intelligent? For more information on physical descriptions of motion, visit
The Physics Classroom Tutorial. If you would like to check up on what I have said, you can do that. They're a
convenient source of food that happens to taste great and provide a lot of nutrients in a small package.
Bananas are the most popular fruit in the world. Bananas are one of the few foods that contain all six of the
major vitamin groups. Bananas , of course! Curiously, the results were gender-specific: in three male-paired
cases the learned behaviour was transferred, in three female-paired cases it was not, and in two it was
inconclusive. Suspended from the ceiling is a bunch of bananas , beyond the monkey's reach. The interesting
part of the study therefore comes from the gender differences, but even then Stephenson shies away from
making any conclusions from his data. They can also remember where to go to gather food and water , as well
as how to communicate with each other. You can pretend they're ray guns or telephones. If you're an active
kid, a banana can give you a quick dose of natural energy to keep your body going. Or would the banana miss
the monkey, passing over his head or even below his head?


